
Who is a Night To Shine Guest? 
A NTS Guest is an individual 14 years or older with special needs. 
 
What is a Plus One? 
The Tim Tebow foundation requires each NTS Guest to be accompanied by a buddy or “Plus 
One” for the night. Faith Church either allows the NTS Guest to bring a family member or friend, 
without special needs, to fill that role; OR Faith Church has volunteers ready to fill the Plus One 
role for the evening.  
 
Can I be a Plus One for my NTS Guest and still go down to the Respite area to enjoy a 
massage, dinner or entertainment? 
No, the person designated as the “Plus One” will stay with the NTS Guest all evening in the 
activities upstairs. If you would like to enjoy the respite activities, please designate someone 
else as the “Plus One” or allow Faith Church to provide a volunteer for the “Plus One” role. 
 
Can I sign myself up for the Respite area but still come upstairs after dinner to see what 
my NTS guest is doing? 
Yes, Parents and caregivers are welcome to catch a sneak peak at the upstairs activities after 
dinner.  
 
The Night to Shine guest is very independent, does every NTS guest need a Plus One? 
Yes, The  Tim Tebow Foundation requires each NTS Guest to be paired with a buddy for the 
night.  In addition, the “Plus One” role will be sure each NTS Guest is familiar with all of the 
entertainment options available for the evening. 
 
My NTS guest would like to attend with a date, are couples allowed to attend together? 
Yes, two NTS Guests may attend as a couple.  Each guest with disabilities 14 years or older will 
need to fill out a NTS Guest Registration and each will be paired with an additional buddy as 
required by the Tim Tebow Foundation.  Each is able to bring their own “Plus One” or Faith 
Church can provide a “Plus One” for each of them.  
 
Could my spouse and I each accompany our NTS guest as Plus One’s? 
No, each Registered NTS Guest is allowed only one guest as a “Plus One”.  Only the NTS 
Guest and their “Plus One” will have a seat at a table. Due to space each person may only bring 
one “Plus One”. Likewise if you choose Faith Church to match the NTS Guest with a “Plus One”, 
only the NTS Guest and the designated volunteer will have a seat at the table during dinner.  All 
family members would then just drop off and pick up, or sign up for a meal and entertainment in 
the respite room.  
 
Why do you want my email?  What will my email be used for? 
The email address you provide on the NTS Guest Registration form will be used for any and 
ALL NTS communications.  These communications may include menu information, dates and 
times to come try on free dresses, discount information for tuxedos and suits, and other NTS 
announcements you won’t want to miss.  
 
Will the NTS guest be receiving a boutineer or corsage? 
Yes, each NTS Guest will receive either a boutineer or corsage.  If the NTS guest has any floral 
allergies please let us know.  


